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Abstract
Synthetic rubies were grown by the optical floating zone method and characterized by cathodoluminescence (CL) microscopy and spectroscopy in combination with microprobe analysis. The measured
intensity of the Cr3+-induced CL of corundum is influenced by different parameters such as the sample
thickness and orientation, the intensity of the beam current, and the quality of the sample surface.
Furthermore, the spectral distribution of the CL emission changes with different concentrations of Cr
in the corundum structure. Due to these effects, it is usually not possible to estimate the Cr content
directly by using the measured CL intensity. However, we have developed an indirect method that is
not significantly affected by these parameters. By using intensity ratios instead of measured intensities,
a level of quantification of Cr in natural and synthetic corundum is now possible. Our study shows that
the intensity ratio between the N-line at 701.6 nm and the sideband maximum at 713.2 nm displays
a nearly linear dependence on the Cr concentration from ca. 100–300 ppm up to ca. 1.1 mol% Cr2O3.
These results give a possible approach to develop an optical-microscope-based CL spectroscopy for
quantitative measurements of Cr in natural rubies and synthetic α-Al2O3 materials.
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Introduction
Cathodoluminescence (CL) in combination with other microanalytical methods is frequently used for detailed characterization of defects and heterogeneities (e.g., internal structures,
growth zoning, spatial element distribution, etc.) in various
minerals and synthetic materials at near-surface regions of about
2–8 µm depth (depending on the excitation energy). A special
point of interest has been the application of CL spectroscopy for
the direct quantification of specific trace elements (e.g., Homman
et al. 1994; Habermann et al. 1999, 2000, 2002; Gillhaus et al.
2000). However, the quantitative use of the CL signal requires
not only systematic studies with appropriate materials under
defined conditions but also a better understanding of the specific
luminescence centers and the resulting luminescence processes.
The present study aims to provide more details about the quantitative aspects of Cr3+ incorporation into α-Al2O3.
Corundum (α-Al2O3) crystallizes in trigonal symmetry with
space group R3c. The crystal structure is composed of alternating
layers of O and Al, which allows the substitution of other elements (e.g., Fe2+/3+, Cr3+, Ti3+/4+, V3+, Mn2+/3+) in the Al3+ position
(Franke et al. 1968; Rasmussen and Kingery 1970; Eppler 1994;
Hughes 1997; Yu and Clarke 2002). The incorporation of Cr3+
at Al3+ sites causes the red color of ruby, whereas the blue color
of sapphire can be related to substitutional Fe2+ and Ti4+. The
isotypic structures of α-Al2O3 and α-Cr2O3 (eskolaite) and the
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similar ionic radii of Al3+ and Cr3+ result in solid solutions of these
two components and the linear variation of the lattice parameters
according to Vegard’s law (Linz and Newnham 1961).
The incorporation of Cr3+ in corundum causes a 3d3 electron
configuration of the ion with three unpaired electrons within the
five 3d orbitals. However, as a result of the octahedral crystal
field splitting, the energy levels 4A2, 4T1, 4T2, and 2E can be distinguished (Fig. 1b). Whereas the 2E energy level is only slightly
influenced, the 4T1 and 4T2 energy levels strongly shift under the
influence of the varying crystal field parameter ∆ (Fig 1a). The
main absorption bands of ruby can be found in the violet (413 nm)
and greenish-yellow (564 nm) spectral region (Fig 1c).
The Cr3+ ion also activates an intense luminescence emission.
The incorporation of Cr3+ results in a typical deep red luminescence. The luminescence emission spectrum of Cr3+-doped
α-Al2O3 is characterized by a typical double peak at 692.8 and
694.2 nm, respectively. These so-called R-lines (Raman lines
R1 and R2) can be related to 2E (G) → 4A2 (F) transitions. The
existence of two R-lines is caused by splitting of the 2E excited
state due to spin-orbit coupling (Nelson and Sturge 1965). A
group of lines with lower intensity can be observed next to the
main R-lines, and have been labeled N-lines (neighbor lines =
“Nebenlinien”) and sidebands. Schawlow et al. (1959) suggested
that the N-lines can be related to emissions of coupled pairs of
Cr3+ ions, whereas the sidebands are interpreted as modulated
main emissions due to vibrations (Rothamel et al. 1983).
Several attempts have been made to quantify the relationships
between Cr3+ incorporation in ruby and its optical and luminescence properties. The proposition that more activator will give
higher luminescence intensity is only valid if all other controls

